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We explore different resistance states of La0:325Pr0:300Ca0:375MnO3 � Ti interfaces as prototypes of

non-volatile memory devices at room temperature. In addition to high and low resistance states

accessible through bipolar pulsing with one pulse, higher resistance states can be obtained by

repeatedly pulsing with a single polarity. The accumulative action of successive pulsing drives the

resistance towards saturation, the time constant being a strong function of the pulsing amplitude.

The experiments reveal that the pulsing amplitude and the number of applied pulses necessary to

reach a target high resistance value appear to be in an exponential relationship, with a rate that

results independent of the resistance value. Model simulations confirm these results and provide the

oxygen vacancy profiles associated to the high resistance states obtained in the experiments. VC 2012
American Institute of Physics. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4705283]

I. INTRODUCTION

Metal-transition metal oxide (TMO) cells that exhibit

resistive switching (RS) are prominent candidates for build-

ing blocks in non volatile memory applications.1,2 The transi-

tion from the high resistance state (HR) to the low resistance

state (LR) is driven by a SET stimulus, while a RESET pulse

settles the transition from the LR to the HR state. If the writ-

ing SET/RESET stimuli are of different polarities the RS is

called bipolar, otherwise it is named unipolar RS.3

It is nowadays widely accepted that the redistribution of

oxygen vacancies near the metal-oxide interface determines

the main features of the bipolar RS response.2,3

A recent model that succeeded in reproducing non trivial

experimental findings of bipolar RS indicates that the migra-

tion of oxygen vacancies in a nanoscale vicinity of the

metal-oxide interface is at the origin of the most significant

resistive changes in complex TMO based cells. Our voltage-

enhanced oxygen vacancy (VEOV) migration model4

assumes that the local resistivity is a function of the oxygen

vacancy concentration and that the interfaces are highly

resistive regions in which important electric fields, propor-

tional to the current density and to the local resistivity, can

be developed.

When a SET pulse is applied, the local electric field

along the interfaces results strong enough to move the oxy-

gen vacancies, changing its profile and hence the resistance

of the device. After this initial redistribution of vacancies, a

pulse with the opposite polarity (i.e., RESET) will not repro-

duce the previous profile of the electric field, preventing the

device to return to the original resistance value after the

completion of the pulsing cycle. The repetition of this pro-

cess will produce a drift of the switching resistance levels

and the HR/LR ratio, which eventually fully degrades the

memory performance. The redistribution of vacancies and

related electric field profiles upon bipolar pulsing were

recently analyzed in detail.5

The strategies reported in the literature to overcome the

degradation problem are mainly based on the design of the

device and the selection of materials.6–9 Strategies based on

cancelling the drift using an asymmetric amplitude pulsing

protocol were also shown to be successful.10 Following these

ideas here, we propose as a possible strategy to optimize the

performance of the device, a multipulse protocol that consist

of applying pulses of a single polarity to a given HR state.

We show, both through experiments and modelling, that in

this case, the resistance evolves to (much) higher values than

the initial HR state, increasing the HR/LR ratio, and thus the

performance of the device as a memory cell. Our experimen-

tal results reveal that the number of pulses and required

switching amplitude to reach a given HR state are related by

an exponential relationship. We perform numerical simula-

tions that, besides reproducing the experimental data remark-

ably well, enable a further study of the vacancy profiles

associated to each resistance value, providing important con-

firmation for the theoretical assumptions of the model.

II. EXPERIMENTAL

Devices exhibiting RS were obtained using polycrystal-

line manganite La0:325Pr0:300Ca0:375MnO3 (LPCMO) with Ti

contacts. The devices were fabricated on top of a 1 mm-thick

sintered LPCMO sample. The 500 nm-thick, 500 lm diame-

ter metal pads were sputtered through a shadow mask. The

nearest distance between pads is approximately 1 mm. The

electrical characterization was performed with a Source
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Meter Unit (SMU) Keithley 2400. The SMU applies the

writing and reading pulses through the A and C pads and

measures the voltage drop between the B and C contacts in

order to evaluate the resistance of the C interface.11

Initially, to induce RS on the virgin sample, a forming

procedure as described in Ref. 12 was followed. RS was then

obtained by applying pulses of the same amplitude and oppo-

site polarity (write operation). Each writing pulse of 10 ms

time width was followed by a small bias Ib applied 1 s after

the writing pulse, to obtain the remnant resistance (read

operation).

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 1(a) depicts the resistance values R ¼ VBC=Ib for

the right C interface (close to electrode C) as a function of the

number of pulses. We begin the pulsing protocol by perform-

ing alternating polarity pulses of Ip ¼ 200 mA during the first

500 pulses. As observed, the resistance R exhibits two states

with values that decrease smoothly and monotonically from

the initial HR and LR states, as a signature of the aforemen-

tioned degradation process. After the first sequence of pulses,

a second one, consisting of positive (RESET) pulses of the

same amplitude, was applied. This leads the HR state to

evolve into states of higher resistances, reaching around 90 X
after 125 pulses, with a tendency towards saturation.

When the alternating pulsing was reinitiated at Np

¼ 625, the initial HR and LR states were recovered, although

we got a slightly larger value for the LR and a smaller one

for the HR, respectively. As the pulsing sequence was

repeated, a similar trend was obtained, as shown in Fig. 1(a).

However, as a consequence of the degradation process and

of the slightly different initial HR and LR values, the follow-

ing sequence of positive pulses requires a larger amount of

pulsing events to reach a predetermined target for the HR

value (i.e., 90 X in Fig. 1(a)).

The above described pulsing protocol was simulated

using the VEOV migration model introduced in Ref. 4. As

shown in Fig. 1(b), main experimental features were cap-

tured by the simulation. Figure 1(c) depicts the vacancy

density profile in the neighbourhood of the simulated

bulk(B)-right(R) interface along selected resistance states.

The oxygen vacancies migration is enhanced at the

oxide-metal interfacial regions, with the ions moving either

towards the electrode or the bulk, depending on the polarity

of the applied stimulus. For instance, a positive (RESET)

pulse applied on A will push vacancies from the bulk to the

C interface (right(R) interface in the simulations), while a

negative (SET) one produces the migration of vacancies

from the C interface towards the bulk.

The effect of successive SET/RESET pulses is described

as follows. Starting from a HR state, vacancies migrate from

the right interface towards the bulk under a SET pulse. At

the bulk, the drift of vacancies virtually stops, since at that

region the electric field is much smaller than at the interface.

A RESET pulse of the same intensity than the former applied

SET cannot reinject the original amount of vacancies at the

right interface, preventing the same value of the original HR

state. Successive cycles yield a cumulative effect, with a

depletion of vacancies at the right interface and an accumu-

lation at the bulk side of the interface-bulk boundary (see

profile m in Fig. 1(c)). Thus, for alternating pulsing polarity,

the monotonous decrease of the initial HR and LR states cor-

responds to a net drift process in which vacancies migrate

from the right interface towards the bulk region. A detailed

description of this process was given in Ref. 5.

On the other hand, for the sequence of successive

RESET pulses, i.e., pulses with non alternating polarity,

vacancies tend to pile up at the right end of the right inter-

face in an accumulative process, with a concomitant increase

of the resistance above the initial HR value. As expected, in

this case, the concentration of vacancies at the bulk gradually

decreases, exhibiting a tendency towards saturation for larger

number of pulses. This is clearly observed in the vacancy

profiles of Fig. 1(c)) associated to the highest HR values,

points o and p, respectively, in Fig. 1(b)).

We have also tested that the LR state is much less sus-

ceptible to the accumulation of negative pulses. As its resist-

ance is lower than the HR one, the associated electric fields

are smaller, producing less pronounced effects.

FIG. 1. (a) Three cycles consisting of alternating polarity pulsing (initial

500 pulses) followed by single positive polarity (RESET) pulsing (next 125

pulses), using Ip ¼ 200 mA for a Ti-LPCMO interface at room temperature.

Resistance values were measured by means of a small Ib current. Inset:

scheme of the experimental set up. (b) Simulation of the same pulsing proto-

col for a stimulus Is
p ¼ 150 a.u. (c) Simulated density vacancy profiles di=d0

at site i for selected states labeled m; n; o; p in (b). Sites 0–20 correspond to

the bulk (B) and sites 21–30 to the right interface (R). Inset: scheme of bulk-

interface region employed in the simulations. Otherwise stated, model pa-

rameters are as in Ref. 4 that it can be seen for further details.
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With the aim of reaching higher HR values, a practical

question that emerges is whether it is a better strategy to

increase the amplitude of the pulses or to accumulate pulses

having the same electrical stress.

To further characterize the accumulation of vacancies at

the different high resistance states obtained upon pulsing

with a single polarity, additional measurements were per-

formed by varying the pulsing stimulus Ip. The accumulation

protocol always starts from a similar HR initial state, R0,

the one obtained after inducing bipolar RS several times.

Fig. 2(a) depicts the obtained resistance values as a function

of the number of RESET pulses Np, for increasing ampli-

tudes ranging from 200 to 400 mA. Data were normalized to

the corresponding initial resistance value R0 to allow com-

parison. All the amplitudes tested exhibit a monotonous

growth of the resistance as the number of applied pulses

increases. Note that a tendency towards saturation in the

high resistance values is observed, it being more evident for

the lower amplitudes. For increasing pulsing amplitudes,

higher resistance values were obtained. This is shown in the

inset of Fig. 2(a) for Np ¼ 650, where the increase of the HR

values with Ip follows an exponential dependence. In addi-

tion, the amount of pulses required to reach a certain value

R=R0 appears to be inversely proportional to the pulsing am-

plitude (see Fig. 3 and discussion below).

The correspondent simulations, plotted by solid lines,

appear to be in excellent agreement with the experimental

results. The different high resistance values attained for

increasing stimuli can be correlated with the associated va-

cancy profiles. For a selected number of pulses (Np ¼ 650),

Fig. 2(b) shows that the vacancy density profile di at the bulk

side closer to the right interface tends to flatten, reaching for

larger pulsing amplitudes an almost uniform distribution with

attained values quite undistinguishable from the bulk ones. In

correspondence, the vacancies at the right interface exhibit a

remarkable accumulation close to the right electrode.

As both experiments and simulations show, higher re-

sistance states can be obtained either by increasing the puls-

ing amplitude, or by insisting on accumulating pulses.

Therefore a given high resistance state can be reached for

different combinations of ðIp;NpÞ values. Overall results sug-

gest that ðIp;NpÞ have an exponential dependence, i.e.,

Np / expð�Ip=aÞ, with the parameter a almost independent

of the R=R0 ratio. This finding is explicitly shown in Fig. 3.

It was constructed by determining the amount of pulses Np

required, for each pulsing amplitude Ip, to reach a certain

(normalized) resistance value R=R0. As shown, experimental

data can be reasonably fitted by an exponential dependence

with a � 20 mA. Moreover, note that the simulated data fol-

lows remarkably well the experimental results.

Our voltage-enhanced oxygen vacancy (VEOV) migra-

tion model provides a transparent picture of our experimental

results. Details on the VEOV model and its associated equa-

tions are given in Refs. 4 and 10.

The crucial insights are: (i) as vacancies move across

the boundary between the bulk region into the interfacial

region (that is across sites 18� 21 in our simulation data of

Fig. 1(c) and 2(b)), their contribution to the change in the

total resistance is significantly increased. From the VEOV

model, we have dtot
int / DR, i.e., the increase in resistance is

directly given by the increase in the total number of vacan-

cies entering the interfacial region. (ii) The probability to

jump from the bulk to the interface during a single pulse Ip is

/ expðeDV=kTÞ, where DV is the local voltage drop (e is the

electron charge), and DV / Ip dbdy, where dbdy is the (mean)

density of vacancies at (bulk side of) the boundary, which

remains dbdy � d0.

From (i) and (ii), we have that the cumulative change of

resistance after the application of Np consecutive positive

(RESET) pulses can be simply described by

FIG. 2. (a) Normalized HR resistance values of a Ti-LPCMO interface

obtained upon pulsing with single polarity RESET pulses of different ampli-

tudes, starting from an initial R0 value. Model simulations are also shown by

the blue solid lines. The arrow indicates the direction of increasing ampli-

tudes. Inset: Experimental values R=R0 vs. pulsing amplitude for Np ¼ 650

(vertical line in a)). The solid line is an exponential fit. (b) Simulated vacan-

cies density profiles di=d0 for selected Np ¼ 650 pulses and different simu-

lated stimulus amplitudes in the range Is
p ¼ 50� 150 a.u.

FIG. 3. Semilog plot of the number of pulses Np vs the experimental (simu-

lated) stimulus pulsing IpðIs
pÞ for different values R=R0 selected from Fig. 2.

Solid (open) symbols correspond to experimental (simulated) data.
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DR � NpexpðcIpÞ; (1)

where c is a constant that has units of inverse current. The

above expression describes well the exponential increase of

the high resistance (notice that DR ¼ R� R0 ¼ R0ðR=R0

�1Þ), with the intensity of the applied current for a fixed

number of applied pulses, which is shown in the inset of

Fig. 2(a) for Np ¼ 650. In addition, taking the logarithm on

both sides, we get (up to an unimportant overall constant),

lnðNpÞ ¼ �cIp þ lnðDRÞ, which explains the experimental

data of Fig. 3. In fact, it predicts (1) the linear relation

between lnðNÞ and the intensity of the applied current Ip, (2)

an y-ordinate given by DR, and (3) a slope given by the con-

stant c.

Moreover, one may argue, from insight (ii), that the con-

stant c should depend inversely on the temperature (as men-

tioned we got 1=c ¼ a � 20 mA from experimental data at

room temperature). Whether this is the case or if the temper-

ature has an additional role in the switching effect, as argued

in Ref. 13 (see also Refs. 2 and 14), is an important issue left

for future study.

For a given stimulus amplitude, the Np variable could be

associated to the timewidth of an effective single pulse,

meaning that several pulses should have the same effect as

a longer one. Hence, Fig. 3 suggests that our data (both

experiments and simulations) would follow an exponential

stimulus-timewidth dependence.

Exponential voltage-timewidth relationships were previ-

ously observed in binary oxide based memory cells such as

ZnO,15 TaO,16 and HfO/AlO.17 The origin of the switching

dynamics was attributed to ion hopping processes assisted by

Joule heating through the potential wells of the oxide ma-

trix.18 Here, we have explicitly shown that for Ti-LPCMO

interfaces the local electric field enhanced redistribution of

oxygen vacancies is responsible for the observed universal

switching dynamics.

In Ref. 2, it was suggested that the switching mechanism

should involve a strong nonlinearity in the electric field de-

pendence. This is explicitly contained in our VEOV model

through the vacancy hopping probability / expðeDV=kTÞ.4,5

Upon bipolar pulsing, the transition from LR to HR pro-

ceeds through the gradual migration of vacancies from the

bulk to the whole interfacial layer, in a rather homogeneous

way.5 On the contrary, as the accumulative pulsing onto the

HR state produces a large accumulation of vacancies in a

region near the electrode (modeled by the last 10 sites in

Figs. 1(c) and 2(b), the resistivity there will experience a sig-

nificant increase (it is proportional to the vacancy concentra-

tion). The large local resistivity leads to a very large local

electric field that upon inverting the pulse polarity will im-

mediately drive the accumulated vacancies out of the elec-

trode region and back into the bulk.

Thus, our VEOV migration model also provides insights

on the origin of the dramatic decrease of resistance due to

a single SET pulse applied after a RESET pulsing train.

Based on this finding, we propose as a strategy to increase

the HR/LR ratio to have an unbalanced pulsing, consisting of

Nþ successive RESET pulses pushing vacancies gradually

into the interface, and a single SET pulse releasing all the

accumulated vacancies in one step. In this way, using

Nþ ¼ 10, 100, 1000 and 10 000, with Ip ¼ 200 mA, we

obtained DHL � HR� LR ¼ 9:6, 18, 26.4, and 35 X, sug-

gesting a slow but clear tendency towards an enhanced

response, as shown in Fig. 4.

In summary, we have proposed a multipulse protocol that

allows the study of resistive switching dynamics in a Ti–

LPCMO interface upon sequential application of single polar-

ity pulses. Based on the VEOV migration model,4 the scaling

dependence DR / NpexpðIpcÞ is demonstrated. This simple

physical relationship reveals that, to achieve a given high re-

sistance target state (a higher HR/LR ratio), it is more efficient

to increase the pulse amplitude rather than to accumulate

pulses of a given amplitude. The agreement of overall experi-

mental data with simulations validates the proposed model

assumptions and its associated equations. Thus, an unbalanced

number of SET/RESET pulses is demonstrated to be a plausi-

ble strategy to optimize the actual response of a device.
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